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on Witten star product deformed with a gauge invariant open/closed coupling. This de-
formation is a tree-level tadpole which destabilizes the initial perturbative vacuum. We
discuss the existence of vacuum-shift solutions which cancel the tadpole and represent a
new configuration where the initial D-brane system has adapted to the change in the closed
string background. As an example we consider the bulk deformation which changes the
compactification radius and, to first order in the deformation, we reproduce the shift in the
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We also discuss the possibility of taming closed string degenerations with the open string
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1 Introduction and summary
The interplay between open and closed strings is at the heart of string theory but the
corresponding dynamics is in general not easily accessible as it requires to take into account
strong-coupling effects due to D-branes where, as the string coupling constant grows, the
perturbative world-sheet description fades away and we loose control on the microscopic
degrees of freedom. This is supposed to happen for example in the geometric transition
at the core of the AdS/CFT correspondence and related scenarios where D-branes are
turned into “flux”. In principle this is not so different from what happens in QCD trying to
understand low-energy strongly coupled physics starting from the microscopic quark-gluon
path integral. But to gain this conceptual and computational picture we need a space-time
field theory approach. Therefore it is natural to pose the problem of open-closed physics
in the framework of string field theory (SFT).
Noticeable progress has been achieved in the past years in the constructions of com-
plete RNS superstring field theories [1–7], in the understanding of the classical vacuum
structure of these theories [8–28] and in the development of perturbation theory at the
quantum level [29–45], which also provided a first-principle resolution of several worldsheet
drawbacks associated with degenerations of Riemann surfaces and spurious singularities.
See [46–48] for recent reviews on SFT.
In the set of the available quantum-consistent SFTs the only one which is a true
quantum field theory of open plus closed strings is open-closed string field theory, which
exists for both the bosonic strings [49, 50] and, more interestingly, for type II oriented
and unoriented superstrings [1]. An open-closed string field theory can be constructed

















in fundamental open-closed vertices and open and closed string propagators. Different
decompositions give rise to different open-closed SFTs which are however all related to
each other by field redefinitions and therefore have the same physical content. In this
class of theories one can in principle follow generic dynamical changes of the closed string
background and at the same time (thanks to the open string degrees of freedom) have
under control the non-perturbative sectors given by D-branes on the (dynamical) closed
string background. It is therefore very important that such a complete framework exists.
Unfortunately, at the same time, all orders (or even non-perturbative) computations with
open-closed SFTs are not doable because, just like closed string field theory [51] (which is a
perturbatively consistent subsector of it), the explicit world-sheet expression of the multi-
string open-closed products is only known or constructible to the first few orders (although
progress is happening [52–58]) and it is not clear if and how non-perturbative classical
solutions could be constructed. In several physical applications one is often interested in
situations where open strings are the real dynamical variables and closed strings serve as a
continuous deformation of the background on which the D-branes are initially put. In this
situation the process of deformation is captured in perturbation theory by the scattering of
the deforming on-shell closed strings off the initial D-branes (including their open strings
fluctuations). In this case it turns out that we actually do have an explicit microscopic
string field theory at our disposal which is given by open string field theory based on
Witten star-product, together with a simple gauge invariant open/closed coupling with an
on-shell closed string state, which is often called the Ellwood invariant [59–61]. In the
case of the bosonic string it is known [62] that Witten’s theory with the Ellwood invariant
arises from a family of interpolating open-closed string field theories, in a limit where the
local coordinate patches for the closed string collapse to punctures and the closed strings
are only allowed to be physical (with respect to the reference background). In this limit
we loose the possibility of moving in the off-shell closed string landscape but the immense
advantage of this approach is that the full bosonic worldsheet moduli space is covered with
just open string propagators.
Following [41, 63–65] there is interest in these days to explicitly address the computa-
tion of the effective couplings for the massless fields that one gets in string field theory by
integrating out the massive excitations [66–71]. In particular very recently the systematic
construction of effective open-closed couplings in bosonic Witten open string field theory
has been carried out in [70, 71]. In this and the companion papers [83, 84] we continue in
this direction and we will also extend the open-closed effective couplings in the context of
open superstring field theory. Our analysis will be at the classical level and we will focus
on the NS sector of the open superstring, but we expect that our general construction will
extend to the R sector as well as to perturbative loops.
A central physical point of our work and in particular of the present paper is to
characterize the vacuum shift generated by the Ellwood invariant which acts as a tadpole
for the open string.1 Similarly to the shift in the 1-PI effective action discussed in [42],
the vacuum shift solution is the response of the system to a tadpole, in this case a change
in the closed string background, and its existence (which is in general not guaranteed)


















is a manifestation of the fact that the initial D-brane system is able to adapt to the
closed string deformation. A BCFT analysis of this problem has been discussed in [75]
using renormalization group analysis. In this paper we start addressing this problem in
the simpler setting of the bosonic string where we show how the effective action for the
massless fields allows to have under perturbative control the vacuum shift solution and the
possible obstructions to its existence. The first non-trivial effective couplings involve one
open string propagator. To both ends of the propagator we can either attach an Ellwood
invariant or the star product of two open strings. Therefore we get a disk with two closed
string insertions (which represents a non-dynamical term in the effective action), a disk
with one closed string and two open strings (which gives rise to a deformation of the open
string kinetic term) or a disk with four open strings (which is an effective coupling for open
strings). At higher order in perturbation theory more open string propagators enter the
game and more open-closed couplings can be derived.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we address the physical problem of
removing the closed string tadpole by shifting the open string vacuum to a perturbative
classical solution and we review the construction of the open-closed couplings in Witten
OSFT as described in [70, 71]. The possible obstructions to the existence of such a solu-
tion are precisely given by the equation of motion of the (closed-string deformed) effective
action. Starting from the OSFT on a given D-brane system we give examples of exactly
marginal bulk deformations that are compatible or not with the given boundary conditions
and we show how this compatibility condition is related to the vanishing of the tadpole in
the effective theory where open string fields outside the kernel of L0 have been integrated
out. We show that after the tadpole removal (when this is not perturbatively obstructed)
both the effective action and the microscopic action will have a restored strong A∞ struc-
ture, deformed by the strength of the initial tadpole (the closed string modulus). This
deformation will be reflected in the kinetic operator of the shifted theory and it will give
non-trivial contributions to the mass-terms. These contributions can be computed analyt-
ically using chiral four point functions of weight 1 fields, slightly generalizing the method
of [63]. In particular the closed string deformation can give mass to initially massless
open string excitations and this corresponds to D-branes moduli which are lifted by the
closed string deformation. As an example we consider the fate of a D1-brane at the self
dual radius under an exactly marginal bulk deformation increasing the compactification
radius. Initially the system has three independent massless excitations giving rise to the
well-known SU(2) moduli space. We show that under the radius deformation the two SU(2)
currents j± = e±2iX become tachyonic, while the j3 = i
√
2∂X remains massless, in agree-
ment with the expectation from BCFT and the string spectrum. In section 3 we study the
first term in the cosmological constant and give a concrete proposal on how to tame the
divergences due to closed string degeneration. We also point out that a divergence due to
the propagation of a massless field in the closed string channel (meaning that the closed
string deformation is not exactly marginal) necessarily results in an incurable logarithmic
divergence which would make the theory sick, as expected. We conclude in section 4 with
a list of further directions and open problems which can be posed already in the context
of the bosonic string.

















2 Closed string deformations in open bosonic string field theory
The aim of this section is to study the main aspects of our work in the simpler setting of
the bosonic string. Some of the main results on the structure of the effective open/closed
couplings have been already discussed in detail in [70, 71], and here we will mostly focus
on the physical aspects of the problem.
2.1 Tadpole shift
We start with Witten bosonic open string field theory coupled to the so-called Ellwood
invariant [59–61]






+ µ 〈Ψ, e 〉 , (2.1)
where e ≡ V (i,−i)I is the identity string field I with a midpoint insertion of the BRST in-
variant h = (0, 0) primary V (z, z̄), 〈 ·, · 〉 is BPZ inner-product and Witten ∗-product is un-
derstood. Thanks to the peculiar nature of the midpoint insertion, this is a µ-deformation
of the initial theory which enjoys the same gauge invariance of the undeformed theory.
However the vacuum structure is different because the closed string provides a source term
in the equation of motion
QΨ + Ψ2 = −µe. (2.2)
Therefore Ψ = 0 is not a solution anymore. If we want to study the physics that is induced
by the µ-deformation we have to shift the vacuum to a new equilibrium point. Suppose
then we have found a solution Ψµ to (2.2). Now we can expand the theory around this
background to find









where, as expected, the tadpole disappears thanks to the equation of motion〈 (





The shifted action (2.3) contains a non-dynamical cosmological constant
S(µ)[Ψµ] =
µ







which does not affect the local physics and a new kinetic term given by the deformed BRST
operator
Qµ · ≡ Q ·+[Ψµ, ·], (2.6)
which is nilpotent as a consequence of the fact that the midpoint insertion e commutes
with the star product
Q2µ · =
[
QΨµ + Ψ2µ, ·
]
= −µ[e, ·] = 0. (2.7)
We will now assume that Ψµ is a vacuum shift solution which can be constructed pertur-

















Ψµ=0 = 0. From the explicit form of the new action we see that, provided a vacuum shift
solution Ψµ exists, the difference brought in by the deformation is in the kinetic operator,
which will give rise to a deformation of the physical fluctuations of the D-brane system
on which the original OSFT is defined. Assuming the deforming closed string state lives
in an internal CFT sector (for example a compactification), this will be perceived as a
mass correction to the on-shell states which live on the D-brane. Such mass correction is
explicitly given by the quadratic form
δµS[ψ] = 〈ψ,Ψµ ψ 〉 , (2.8)
therefore the physical changes in the new background are encoded in the vacuum shift





The vacuum shift equation now splits into infinite recursive equations
Qψ1 = −e (2.10)
Qψ2 = −ψ21 (2.11)
Qψ3 = − [ψ1, ψ2] (2.12)
...
and we can try to solve them iteratively. The first equation for ψ1 is already quite subtle. It
tells us that we will be able to find a solution only if the open string state e is BRST exact.
Notice that this is not the statement that the closed string state V (z, z̄) that has been
used to build the Ellwood state e is itself BRST trivial, but rather it means that when the
closed string state V (z, z̄) entering in e is re-expressed in the open string channel via the
bulk-boundary OPE, the generated open string states should be outside of the open string
cohomology. Explicitly we can search for a solution using the Siegel gauge propagator to





(1− P0) e+ ϕ1, (2.13)
where (1− P0)ϕ1 = 0. We now remain with a yet-to-be-solved equation in Ker(L0) which
reads
Qϕ1 + P0e = 0. (2.14)
In general a sufficient condition to be able to proceed is to use a closed string deformation
such that
P0e = 0, (2.15)
2As we will see shortly a perturbative solution is not always guaranteed to exist and it is possible,
depending on the closed string deformation and the D-brane system under consideration, that a vacuum


























In fact, in the (open) zero momentum sector, the condition (2.15) is also necessary. Indeed
in such a sector the massless field ϕ1 can be written in full generality as
ϕ1 = a∂c+ bicV i1 , (2.17)
Qϕ1 = ac∂2c, (2.18)
where V i1 ’s are generic h = 1 matter boundary primaries. However at zero momentum,
because of the symmetry of the Ellwood invariant we will have that the only possible







So we see that P0e, if not vanishing, necessarily belongs to the open string cohomology at
ghost number two and therefore the only solution to Qϕ1+P0e = 0 is ϕ1 = Qλ and P0e = 0.
Since the projector condition P0e = 0 will be crucial in this paper let us give two
examples of simple choices of closed string deformations which obey (2.15) or do not. As
an example of P0e = 0 we can consider a D1-brane wrapping a circle of radius R. The
radius of the circle is a closed string modulus which is controlled by the massless closed





where3 we have defined the canonically normalized U(1) current j(z) ≡ i
√
2
α′∂Y (z) and we
have re-expressed j̄ as j according to the Neumann gluing condition j̄(z̄) → +j(z∗). The
twist-invariant operator U †1 is given by





where the vn’s are known (but unimportant in our analysis) coefficients [76]. The crucial
quantity is the bulk-boundary OPE
j(iy)j(−iy) = 1(2iy)2 + regular, (2.22)
which does not contain any weight 1 field. Then the total matter-ghost bulk-boundary
OPE is
cj(iy)cj(−iy) = −c∂c(0)2iy + vanishing. (2.23)
3The imaginary normalization is needed to make e a real string field. The 1/(2π) is conventionally chosen
such that for a classical solution Ψ∗ the quantity 〈 e,Ψ∗ 〉 computes the shift in the canonically normalized

















Notice that nothing is generated at L0 = 0. As a consequence of this (together with the fact
that the first correction to the identity in U † (2.21) is a level two operator), we simply find4
P0e = 0 , (2.24)
meaning that the radius deformation is not obstructed by the D1 brane. A counter-example
is given in the same D1-brane setting, but at the self-dual radius R =
√
α′, where the bulk
CFT has a global SU(2)2 symmetry generated by the left-moving currents (decomposing






















and the analogously defined right-moving currents J1R, J2R, J3R. We then consider the
BRST invariant h = (0, 0) closed string field V (z, z̄) ∼ cc̄ J1LJ2R(z, z̄). From a purely bulk
perspective, this is an exactly marginal deformation since it can be related to the radius
deformation by the global SU(2)2 rotation JaL → J̃aL, JaR → J̃aR, where
J̃1L = J3L , J̃3L = J2L , J̃2L = J1L , (2.26a)
J̃1R = J2R , J̃2R = J3R , J̃3R = J1R . (2.26b)






In this case the bulk-boundary OPE generates the marginal open string field j
J1L(iy) J2R(−iy) = i
j(0)
2iy + regular (2.28)
and the projector condition is violated
P0e = c∂cj(0)|0〉 6= 0. (2.29)
Notice that P0e is in the ghost number 2 open string cohomology and therefore the equation
Qϕ1 + P0e = 0 does not admit a solution. This is therefore a true obstruction for the
vacuum shift which is telling us that the D1-brane at the self-dual radius cannot adapt to
this bulk deformation. Physically, we have the following interpretation for this obstruction.
4In a generic open-closed SFT a non-twist invariant open-closed coupling would generate the level-zero





















‖D1〉〉 = 0 , (2.30a)[
(J2L)n + (J2R)−n
]
‖D1〉〉 = 0 , (2.30b)[
(J3L)n + (J3R)−n
]
‖D1〉〉 = 0 . (2.30c)
Performing the global SU(2)2 rotation (2.26) which maps the J1LJ2R bulk deformation to
the radius deformation, these gluing conditions become[
(J3L)n + (J2R)−n
]
‖̃D1〉〉 = 0 , (2.31a)[
(J1L)n + (J3R)−n
]
‖̃D1〉〉 = 0 , (2.31b)[
(J2L)n + (J1R)−n
]
‖̃D1〉〉 = 0 , (2.31c)
where the boundary state ‖̃D1〉〉 now clearly does not encode neither Neumann, nor Dirichlet
boundary conditions: instead, it describes a conformal brane at an intermediate point in
the SU(2) moduli space [73, 74], for which the radius deformation is known to induce a
boundary RG flow [75]. Hence, on the grounds of the global SU(2)2 invariance of the
free-boson CFT at the self-dual radius, it follows that the J1LJ2R bulk deformation should
be obstructed by the D1 brane, in agreement with our SFT result.
Going to higher orders in µ and setting to zero the possible L0 = 0 contribution ϕα to
the solution Ψµ, we find an infinite set of constraints for the tadpole e
P0e = 0
P0(he)2 = 0 (2.32)
P0[he, h(he)2] = 0,
· · ·




These conditions which are (open) string-field-theoretic in nature can be considered as
sufficient conditions for the existence of a deformation of a given worldsheet boundary
condition generated by a given bulk deformation. Looking at their structure, we realize
that they are setting to zero the amplitudes involving arbitrary number of deforming closed
strings and a single massless (i.e. in the kernel of L0) open string. As we are now going
to see, these conditions are just stating the absence of a tadpole in the effective theory for
the massless fields ϕ.
2.2 Effective action and open-closed couplings
The space-time meaning of the conditions (2.32) can be better understood in terms of the

















out all the fields outside of the kernel of L0 and remain with an effective theory describing
effective interactions between massless open strings and the closed string entering the
Ellwood invariant. To do so we split the total string field using the projector on the
kernel of L0
Ψ = P0Ψ + (1− P0)Ψ = ϕ+R, (2.34)
and we integrate out classically the massive string field R as a function of the massless one
ϕ. The R-equation is simply the (1− P0)-projected EOM and reads
(1− P0)[QΨ + Jµ(Ψ)] = QR+ (1− P0)Jµ(ϕ+R) = 0, (2.35)
where we have defined the interacting part of the EOM as
Jµ(Ψ) = Ψ2 + µe = J0(Ψ) + µe. (2.36)
We can fix the gauge hR = 0, where the propagator h has been defined in (2.33) and find
an equivalent “integral equation”, by acting on the massive EOM with h,5
R = −hJµ(ϕ+R), (2.37)
that is
Ψ(ϕ) = ϕ− hJµ(Ψ(ϕ)). (2.38)
We can easily solve this equation assuming we have already solved the corresponding equa-
tion without the closed string deformation. Let Ψ0(ϕ) be such a solution
Ψ0(ϕ) = ϕ− hJ0(Ψ0(ϕ)), (2.39)
which can be perturbatively expressed as
Ψ0(ϕ) = ϕ− h(ϕ2) + h[ϕ, h(ϕ2)] +O(ϕ4). (2.40)
It is important to notice that although equation (2.39) is originally understood for ϕ ∈
Ker(L0), equation (2.40) makes sense for generic ϕ = χ, not necessarily in the kernel of
L0. In other words, given
Ψ0(χ) = χ− h(χ2) + h[χ, h(χ2)] +O(χ4), (2.41)
this formally provides a solution to
Ψ0(χ) = χ− hJ0(Ψ0(χ)), (2.42)
for generic χ. This observation is useful to solve the deformed equation (2.38). Indeed
using (2.36) we readily find that (2.38) can be re-written as
Ψ(ϕ) = (ϕ− µhe)− hJ0(Ψ(ϕ)). (2.43)
5The out-of-gauge massive equations that we will miss in this way are automatically accounted for by

















Then it is immediate to verify that the solution to (2.38) is given by
Ψ(ϕ) = Ψ0(ϕ− µhe) (2.44)
= (ϕ− µhe)− h((ϕ− µhe)2) + h[(ϕ− µhe), h((ϕ− µhe)2)] +O((ϕ− µhe)4).




eff [ϕ] = S
(µ)[Ψ(ϕ)] = S(0)[Ψ0(ϕ− µhe)] + µ 〈 e,Ψ0(ϕ− µhe) 〉 . (2.45)
As shown in [70, 71] this can be explicitly written in the following form
S
(µ)














where we have used a suspended notation which makes explicit the (weak) A∞ structure.
In particular we have defined the symplectic form
ω(ϕ1, ϕ2) = 〈ω|ϕ1 ⊗ ϕ2 = −(−1)d(ϕ1) 〈ϕ1, ϕ2 〉 . (2.47)
where the degree d(ϕ) is given by the ghost number augmented by one (mod 2). The
open-closed couplings nkα are given as





(−1)αm̃k+α(ϕ⊗l1 , h0e, ϕ⊗l2 , h0e, . . . , ϕ⊗lα , h0e, ϕ⊗lα+1) , (2.48b)
where the last line is valid for (k, α) 6= (0, 1). As discussed above they are constructed
using the effective purely open string products m̃k which are explicitly given by (see, for
example, section 3.1 of [70])
m̃2(ϕ1, ϕ2) = P0m2(ϕ1, ϕ2) (2.49)
m̃3(ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3) = −P0 [m2 (hm2(ϕ1, ϕ2), ϕ3) +m2 (ϕ1, hm2(ϕ2, ϕ3))]
... ,
where the 2-product m2 is the suspended version of Witten star product
m2(ϕ1, ϕ2) = (−1)d(ϕ1)ϕ1 ϕ2. (2.50)
Looking at (2.46), besides the non-dynamical cosmological constant S(µ)(Ψ(0)), for k = 0
we find the effective tadpole
∞∑
α=1










Notice that this tadpole contains, order by order in µ, all the conditions (2.32) which
guarantee the existence of a vacuum shift in the full theory. In this paper we will always
consider situations where this massless tadpole vanishes, so that ϕ = 0 is a solution to
the effective equations of motion. Starting from k = 2 we see that the terms in the effec-


















2.3 Example: the radius deformation
Consider a D1-brane wrapping a circle (with coordinate Y ) at the self-dual radius R =√
α′. The compactification radius is a closed string modulus which is controlled by the
exactly marginal bulk operator ∂Y (z)∂̄Y (z̄). We thus consider the OSFT on the D1-brane




Since we have P0e = 0 the tadpole can be removed to the first order in µ (in fact we expect
that all obstructions (2.32) vanish in this case just because a D1-brane trivially exists for
all compactification radii), therefore it is interesting to see how the physical open string
spectrum is deformed. Before the deformation, at the self-dual radius, there are three
massless states






where the φ′s are the spacetime fields (for convenience taken at zero momentum). These
three massless fields are the Goldstone bosons of the well-known SU(2) D-branes moduli














|ϕ+ ∗ ϕ−〉+ (+↔ −) = µω (m2(ϕ+, ϕ−), he) + (+↔ −). (2.55)
These are OSFT amplitudes which can be easily evaluated using the BRST structure to
flatten-down the world-sheet diagrams to the UHP without explicit need of a Schwarz-
Christoffel map [77]. Following [63] and [76] we are interested in computing
(2πi)〈e| b0
L0







3)|0〉 = (∗), (2.56)
where ϕa(z) = cja(z), being ja one of the three SU(2) boundary currents. On the left of
U1 we insert the Hodge-Kodaira resolution of the identity
Qh+ hQ+ P0 = 1. (2.57)
Then we notice that Qh does not contribute thanks to BRST invariance and P0 can also
be dropped because of P0(cj(i)cj(−i)) = 0. This leaves us with



















3)|0〉 = (∗∗) ,



























and we have also used (in going from second to third line) that
P0U
†
1h cj(i)cj(−i)|0〉 = 0, (2.59)
by direct inspection of the cj-cj OPE (which is also responsible for P0e = 0). Finally
applying the conformal transformation







we get a pure UHP correlator





























whose actual value depends on the matter four-point function 〈 jjjajb 〉. Notice that to
correctly treat the “tachyon” divergence due to possible propagation of fields with total
















with the understanding to perform the computation in the region of ε where the integral is
convergent. At the end we analytically continue to ε→ 0. As discussed in section 3 of [15]
(in a related conformal frame), this has the effect of setting 1L0 equal to −
1
|h| when it acts
on a h < 0 state.7 This gives the result


























The actual value of this mass term depends on the matter chiral four point function 〈jjjajb〉.
Let us start with the potential mass correction for φ0 (which we expect to vanish since we
know that this is an exactly marginal boundary field at all radii). The chiral four point
function gives





Evaluating the integral in the convergence region and setting ε = 0 at the end we find
ω (e, hm2(ϕ0, ϕ0)) =
2φ0φ0
π
− i2 + i2 − ε8(ε2 − 1)
∣∣∣∣∣
ε=0
 = 0. (2.65)
This is the expected result: the field cj remains massless as it corresponds to the Wilson
line deformation which exists for any radius. Notice that the correct regularization of the
tachyon divergence is crucial for getting the correct physics. For example one could think
that a replacement tε → (tf(t))ε would give the same result if f(t) is regular at the origin,






regularization is guaranteed to work only if the integration variable is correctly related to
the Schwinger parameter of 1L0 . Analogous issues are discussed in [30, 35] for the analogous
regularization used there.
Let us now analyze the fate of the mass term for the other two marginal directions ϕ±.
















Evaluating the mass correction this time we find















This is correctly saying that the moduli φ± are lifted by the radius deformation and to this
order in µ we find
α′m2± = µ. (2.68)








which is precisely massless at the self-dual radius R =
√
α′ when n = ±1. Under a change








which at the self dual radius for n = ±1 gives

























This is correctly saying that these moduli become tachyonic as the radius increases, provid-
ing the RG direction for the D1-brane to flow to the less energetic D0-brane. To derive the
relation between µ and δR for general R, let us generalize our computation for the mass
term correction to any KK state at generic radius. This time, in order to stay inside the
cohomology and to be able to compute the amplitude without the Schwarz-Christoffel map
we have to introduce space-time momentum kµ along p non-compact Neumann directions
in addition to the KK modes as








which is a h = 0 BRST invariant boundary primary. Because the conformal properties
are exactly the same as in the zero momentum case at the self dual radius, the mass
























Using k2 = k′2 = 1/α′ − n2
















 δ(k + k′)
and evaluating the integral we find the mass correction
ω
(
























n (k)φ−n (k′)δ(k + k′) . (2.75)












By comparing with the shift derived from the KK spectrum (2.70) we can finally relate the




















Notice that µ depends logarithmically on the variation of the compactification radius.
This relation will receive corrections at higher powers of µ or δR which will be captured
by similar amplitudes with two physical open strings and an arbitrary number of closed
strings as given by the open/closed effective vertices we have derived.
3 On closed string degeneration
In this section we would like to make some preliminary yet instructive steps for treating
closed string degeneration inside Witten OSFT. When the closed strings have generic mo-
menta this is not necessary but at zero momentum (which is the case for the background
deformations we are interested in) the open-closed couplings we have derived will produce,
upon direct computation, naively divergent quantities (analogous to the open strings diver-
gences discussed in [15, 33, 63]) to which we have to be able to assign a definite finite value,
if the theory is consistent. In this case working at finite momentum is not really helping
because the zero momentum limit of string amplitudes is in general not well-defined. So
we search for a background-independent regulator, as in the case of open string degen-
eration (2.62). To solve this problem at all orders in perturbation theory is beyond the
scope of this paper and here we will only consider the first non-trivial diagram where this
problem arises, namely the first contribution to the cosmological constant 〈 e, he 〉.
3.1 Two massless closed strings off a disk at zero momentum
We start to compute the quantity 〈 e, he 〉 for the radius deformation (2.20)8
Γ = 〈 e, he 〉 = − 14π2 〈0|V (i,−i)U1
b0
L0 + ε
U †1V (i,−i)|0〉. (3.1)
Using the same flattenization method reviewed in section 2.3, the fact that P0e = 0 and
that the wedge maps fr (2.61) don’t move the midpoint z = ±i, the Witten diagram can
be simply re-written as9













Focusing on the radius deformation V(z, z∗) = j(z)j(z∗) and computing the correlator














We see that the first two terms in parenthesis have a divergence respectively in the open
(t→ 0) and in the closed (t→ 1) degeneration channels. However the standard definition
8This amplitude in Witten OSFT has been also studied in [78, 79].
9We infinitesimally deform U1 → U1+ε̃ and use the fact that 〈0|V (i,−i)Ur b0L0U
†
sV (i,−i)|0〉 doesn’t
depend on r and s when V is a h = (0, 0) primary. Using (2.58) we obtain wedge functions fr,s with r, s < 1
which have singularities inside the unit disk, but this is not a problem for the correlator at hand as the

















of the open string propagator can only cure the open channel, with the tε. Our aim is then
to find a consistent regularization for the second term. In this regard we notice that in [32]
the same C-C disk-amplitude (but in a different physical background and, importantly,
at generic momentum) has been computed. There, to confront with the closed string
degeneration, the replacement rule has been used∫ 1
dt(1− t)z−1 →
∫ 1−a
(1− t)z−1 + a
z
z + iε , (3.4)




dt(1− t)z−1+εclosed , (3.5)
where the integral is done in the εclosed convergence region and εclosed ∈ C is sent to zero
at the end. Provisionally we will use this prescription and see where it leads. A rather
immediate issue we notice is that we have to use either tεopen or (1 − t)εclosed . If we use
them together as (tεopen(1− t)εclosed), the two regularizations interfere with each other by
creating “spurious” poles which make the limit (εopen, εclosed) → (0, 0) undefined. In fact
this ambiguity is just a glimpse of what happens by computing the amplitude (3.2) giving
finite massless momentum to the currents j, going to the convergence region and then
attempting at continuing to zero momentum. The limit does not appear to exist. We will
instead use tεopen for the term affected with open string degeneration and (1−t)εclosed for the
one affected with closed string degeneration. With this prescription (to be justified — and







→ −18 , (3.6)∫ 1
0
dt (1− t)εclosed 1 + t(1− t)3 = −
εclosed
2− 2εclosed + ε2closed




(1 + t)3 =
1
4 . (3.8)
The regularization of the open string degeneration is the usual one and it does not require
more explanation. Let us instead motivate the regularization of the closed string divergence
in the second term. The regulating (1−t)εclosed is supposed to have the same origin of tεopen ,
but when we look at the process in the closed string channel [32]. In this channel we should









The x parameter is then expected to be “equivalent” to (1− t)
x = α(1− t) +O(1− t)2, α > 0 (3.10)
giving a justification for the regularization (3.7). However, since we are at zero momentum,

















the result changes, as the reader can easily check in (3.7). In fact, just as for the open string
degeneration analyzed in the previous section, in order to use this regularization without
concern we have to correctly relate the integration variable to the Schwinger parameter
of the closed string propagator b
+
0
L0+εclosed . Concretely, we have to relate the t variable





























V2(i,−i) |0〉 = −〈B|
b+0
L+0










〈B| b+0 V1(−x,−x̄)V2(x, x̄) |0〉 (3.15)
where 〈B| is the boundary state of the BCFT at hand and the brackets in the r.h.s.
are computed in the closed string Hilbert space. This is proven in appendix A. Notice
that t = 0 corresponds to x = 1 and vice versa. This relation is algebraically true but
notice that the left hand side involving open string propagation is not naturally protected
against closed string degeneration t → 1 (when the strip of the open string propagator
becomes very short), while the right hand side, involving closed string propagation, is
not naturally protected against open string degeneration x → 1 (when the tube of the
closed string propagator becomes very short). Therefore, when we are near to closed
string degeneration, we have to think of Γ as the right hand side of (3.14) and we have to
regulate the collision with xεclosed instead of the naively equivalent (1− t)εclosed .10 Therefore
the correct regularization in (3.7) should be obtained by replacing















In the εclosed → 0 limit the 14 coefficient will be unimportant but the subleading contribu-
tions are not. Indeed now in (3.7) we find∫ 1
0
dt x(t)εclosed 1 + t(1− t)3 = −
1
8− 2ε2closed
→ −18 , (3.17)
10In [32] this subtlety is not important because the amplitude is computed in a region of analyticity of
the external momenta. But zero momentum is not a point of analyticity and therefore we have to know in

















and summing up the other contribution this time we get
Γ = 〈 e, he 〉 = 0, (radius deformation). (3.18)
Notice that our argument is naturally based on the simple relation (3.14) which is a fact
concerning an on-shell amplitude and as such we expect it to be independent of the off-
shell details of SFT. That said, it would be obviously desirable to have an independent
check of this derivation, for example a computation in open-closed SFT (see also comments
in section 4).
3.2 Massless divergence and violation of bulk marginality
From a physical point of view we expect that deforming OSFT with a closed string tadpole
should only be consistent when the closed string is not just on-shell, but also exactly
marginal. A necessary condition for a matter bulk field V to be exactly marginal is that
in the V-V OPE no weight (1, 1) field is produced. Therefore we expect that something
pathological should happen if a bulk massless field is produced in the collision of the two
Ellwood invariants. In fact, we can see this pathology very clearly in 〈 e, he 〉. Although
the regularization of the closed string tachyon divergence we have discussed in the previous
subsection is very sensitive to the details of the function x(t) (3.16), the breakdown of the
computation due to massless propagation in the closed string channel is on the other hand
very clear and unambiguous. A massless divergence (i.e the propagation of a (1, 1) matter
field) will correspond to a A1−t term in the integrand of (3.2). In this case it is not difficult
to see that, independently of the regulating function (3.16), computing the integral in the ε
convergence region will always produce a 1εclosed result, with a coefficient that is independent










Differently from the tachyon divergence which disappears when εclosed is analytically con-
tinued to 0, this divergence is a real obstruction and there is nothing we can do about it.11
4 Discussion and outlook
In this paper we have started a systematic study of closed string deformations in Witten-
type OSFTs. We have found that the coupling with the Ellwood invariant can induce a
change in the closed string background, which is captured by a vacuum shift solution, an
open string state which lives in the original closed string background, with the original
boundary conditions. The (perturbative) existence of this vacuum shift solution has been
related to the vanishing of S-matrix elements between the deforming closed string and one
massless (or physical) open string. These amplitudes represent the tadpole in the effective
theory which is obtained by integrating out the open massive (or unphysical) fields.
11In a full open-closed SFT, if the closed string is marginally relevant this should trigger a condensation

















Staying in the realm of the bosonic string, there are several directions to explore.
• First of all, given the progress in the explicit constructions of analytic solutions in
OSFT, it is natural to search for analytic solutions describing the vacuum shift, and
in general the shift of any given solution (if this is unobstructed).
• The present definition of the Ellwood invariant strictly requires an h = (0, 0) primary
closed string insertion, otherwise there are midpoint singularities either in Fock space
or in star products.12 Unfortunately this limitation does not allow to couple the
ghost dilaton (c∂2c − c̄∂̄2c̄) which, although physical, is not primary. The ghost
dilaton is a modulus of the bulk which is expected to control the string coupling
constant while not changing the bulk CFT [80, 81] and it should couple to open
strings. Therefore it is interesting to search for a gauge invariant coupling of the
ghost dilaton in Witten OSFT.
• Despite the great advantage that Witten theory provides a complete covering of the
bosonic moduli space with just open string propagators, the part of the moduli space
which is near to closed string degeneration is not naturally regulated. However, dif-
ferently from open strings (which are attached to D-branes), closed strings typically
propagate on space-times with non compact directions and so for generic momenta
we can always define the amplitude by analytic continuation, computing it in the
convergence region. This is in fact how string theory amplitudes are usually com-
puted. Therefore, at generic closed string momenta, we shall not worry about closed
string degeneration. However if we are interested in strict zero-momentum closed
strings (which is typically the case in background deformations) this method does
not appear to work because in general the zero momentum limit of an amplitude
depends on how the momenta are sent to zero. What is needed in this case is a
universal regularization like (2.62) for the regions t ∼ 1 of the open string propaga-
tors attached to the Ellwood invariants, generalizing our proposal in section 3 for the
simplest amplitude 〈 e, he 〉. It is natural to expect that this regularization (which
in general will depend on the given diagram and on the position of the open string
propagator inside the diagram) can be obtained by deforming a bit Witten theory to
an infinitesimally close-by interpolating open-closed theory [62], so that closed string
products and propagator would be introduced in a gauge invariant way, consistently
with a decomposition of moduli space in which closed string degeneration is taken
care of by the closed sector. This is the spirit of the regularization we have used in
section 3. We hope to come back to this important point soon.
• What is the cosmological constant (2.5) computing? For a perturbative vacuum shift
starting linearly in µ it is formally the resummation of all deforming closed string
amplitudes off the disk. It would then be natural to relate this quantity to the shift
12Divergences in the Fock space can be easily amended by defining the Ellwood state as ẽ = U†1V (i,−i)|0〉.
However the star product of this state with generic Fock states is singular at the midpoint (unless V is a

















in the g functions of the D-brane before and after the bulk deformation. However
such difference starts at O(µ) whereas our cosmological constant starts at O(µ2).
Having a physical quantity to compare it with, would also be helpful for having an
independent check on the regularization we have used in section 3.
We hope to be able to answer the above questions in the near future.
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A Equivalence of open and closed string exchange




V2(i,−i) |0〉 = −〈B|
b+0
L+0
V1(−1,−1̄)V2(1, 1̄) |0〉, (A.1)










〈V1(i,−i) b0 [V2(it,−it)] 〉 = (∗). (A.2)



















where in going from the first to second line we have rewritten the same expression without

















to the Disk in such a way that the closed strings will be symmetrically inserted around the































Then, changing the integration variable from t to x the Jacobian simplifies with the pref-












〈V1(−x,−x̄)V2(x, x̄) 〉Disk , (A.10)
where we have explicitly evaluated the ghost correlator on the disk.13







































〈V1(−x,−x̄)V2(x, x̄)〉Disk , (A.11)
where in the last line we have computed the 4 ghost correlators (which all give the same
contribution). Looking at (A.10) we see that (A.1) has been proven.
13This can be mapped to a purely holomorphic correlator on the full complex plane using the gluing
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